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ABSTRACT

In this body of work, I’ve collaborated with four
artisans from my home country, Guatemala: Apolonio Vicente,
Vinicio Vicente, Mario Poz and Manuel Otsojay. They all use
traditional craft methods with natural materials: wicker,
wool, and cotton. I interweave, overlap, and knot mementos
from my childhood with current ideas and dialogues that
contain loose threads to the work. All of the layers merge
in fluid forms with texture and movement. The curtains let
light in, the rug sets warmth, and the “cayuco” invites you
to slow down.
I aim to push back against the devaluing of craft
traditions, especially in a globalized market. For a
modernist form and function to give way to a more horizontal
and inclusive approach between different kinds of makers.
These works aim to sustain traditional Guatemalan craft,
job opportunities for local communities, and building
collaborative infrastructure.
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Written in quarantine in Atlanta
4/30/20, 3:20 PM
Being in quarantine for a
month away from my country, my family, and
my husband has allowed me, like most of the
world, to slow down. Two days before flying,
the airport in Guatemala closed due to
travel restrictions. I asked myself: How to
be comfortable with ambiguity, the unknown,
and living in the now. This is something
that I’m cultivating as a way to live.

“When you leave your normal
domicile and travel, a lot of times your
feeling for your original home grows
stronger; the distance can make you reach
new levels of empathy or feeling for it,
so having a distance from any usual terrain
“provides an influx of ideas.”
—El Anatsui
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A)

Two sea shells casted in glass.

(A)

“We cannot win this battle to save
species and environments without forging an
emotional bond between ourselves and nature
as well for we will not fight to save what
we do not love.”
—Stephen Jay Gould

We spent long hours playing in the
sand, pulling handfuls of silt into cones
and other structures. We would snorkel for
clams and other treasures all day near the
rock barrier that protected the bay of the
rancho. The rocks were dark and porous,
full of small fish; the water was calm, and
time went very slowly under water.
Our parents would offer us pennies
for each clam we could gather. I felt
strange stepping into the half lit, murky
water, where shapes and silhouettes were
undefined by the sun. At the end of some
days, I would return home and lie on the
concrete floor to cool down, recovering from
the effects of a full day of sun.
The village, Livingston, is home
to the Garifuna, an Afro–Caribbean. We
stayed in a dried palm ceilinged rancho
with no electricity, and outdoor bathrooms.
We would spend the nights lit only by
candlelight: a cherished memory and perhaps
a prelude of my love and longing for a
slower life.
Ceremoniously the boat would follow
its route first through the wide open
lake where the shore was a distant green
vista with tiny colored specs sparsely
decorating the landscape where the few
houses that existed at the time sat. And
then as it narrowed slowly into the river
that connects the lake with the ocean we
would navigate through lush green forests,
starting out flat and then building up into
a crescendo of fern covered cliffs. The
river entered the towering canyons in a
scene so surreal it felt prehistoric. We
sometimes recounted fables about people
living in niches in the canyon’s rock.
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Before I was born my mother lived
in Peten, where she found Pre–Colombian
pottery that to this day she still keeps
and treasures. This pottery was a part of
the mementos from my childhood home and
environment. I remember she had them on top
of a niche that was out of my reach; she
would put delicate things that I could not
have access to all the way on the top. The
niche had rectangular wooden shelves that
I would use as a ladder to go all the way
up, putting my feet on the first shelf and
pushing my body to the next level, until I
got to see them. They had cracks and you
could see a layer of dust on top of them.
They were molded in irregular shapes and
a face that was washed away in time. I
was fascinated with seeing an object that
was made so many years ago, by an older
civilization, and used in daily life. It
was painted and made by hand: a physical
representation of a moment in time.

(A)

The Altar Console serves the rituals of daily life and aligns them with ancient
Mayan forms like corn millstones and sacrificial altars. Hand carved by Artisans in Lake
Atitlán from stone blocks of Volcanic Stone.

Guatemala is mostly known for the
natural environment found in its diverse
landscapes. It is also known for being
the cradle of the Mayan Civilization,
where ruins, like Tikal and Yaxha, still
stand as testaments to that civilization’s
greatness. Most of these ruins are located
in Peten, a diverse rainforest rich in flora
and fauna.

A)

Iximche a Pre–Columbian Mesoamerican
archaeological in Guatemala. Capital of
the late Postclassic Kaqchikel Maya Kingdom
until its abandonment in 1524. Excavators
uncovered sample evidence of human
sacrifice. The fire of candles represents
the light that gives the sacred fire,
this is a way to communicate with Ajaw,
the creator.
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I have always found rocks
fascinating and, growing older, I still
find pleasure collecting rocks, leaves,
flowers and shells. The first time I found
an obsidiana, I was looking down at the
ground while walking. A reflection caught
my eye from underneath the grass; I knelt
down and grabbed it to take a closer look
at it. It had sharp and an irregular form
was a deep opaque black except at the
edges, where light reflected. My mother
explained: obsidiana is formed by a strike
of lightning that heats the black sand from
volcanoes lava sediment, a natural glass
rock known also as volcanic glass.

These were used by early
civilizations as spears because of their
sharp edges: they would be tied to a wood
stick and used for hunting and other
things. A story that I find amusing is that
if you cleanse the stones in salted water
during a full moon, then you can carry them
around and they will absorb bad energies.
The rocks crack under the weight of this
energy absorption.

20

Rocks reveal their own formation.
Layers of minerals that erode through time,
they collect layers and are shaped by their
surroundings.
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23

Scientists have found pieces of
cotton boll and cloth at least 7,000 years
old in the caves in Mexico.

The color was light emerald. I
enjoyed playing with it, by opening the
threads apart to see more clearly the
outside of my living room, passing my
fingers up and down between the threads,
trying to entangle them together and even
placing my head though the threshold.
I would suspend wooden blocks or other
objects between the threads and hide and
seek in the back of the curtain when
playing, thinking I was unseen. I would
look at how the light would pass through,
creating a pattern that was reflected in the
carpet; and with the sun I could see small
particles floating in the air.

(A)

A)

Childhood living room curtains. My mother
and aunt worked with traditional local
weavers to make these curtains. They are no
longer being made.
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“Weaving is therapy for me.”
—Mario Poz

(B)

A)

B)
(A)

26

Mario Poz is not only a talented weaver but
he is also a systems engineer. He knows so
much about all the processes of weaving
that he teaches communities in different
parts of Guatemala different techniques.
He is an expert of the weaving process.
Detail of the weaving process. In the
middle of the piece theads are left loose
by weaving only the sides of the warp.
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I step onto the muddy pathway that
leads to Mario’s house. “Last night there
was a big shower,” he mentions. The sun
was shining and the air felt humid. When I
entered his house I saw his brother Kanek
sitting. He was very focused, embroidering
flowers with an industrial machine. With no
drawing, using only his imagination, he
moved both hands in circular ways as the
machine rapidly colored each move he made.
Mario’s weaving loom stands in the
open central patio. The house is under
construction. He is building a second story
so he can move his studio there.
He explained to me; “At the
beginning it was fun, I had a lot of free
time when I was 13 years old. My mom
encouraged me to do something with time.
Because time badly invested is regretted.
I was in third grade in the Instituto
Industrial en Xela which is very good. My
uncle was a truck driver. I would earn a
lot of money washing buses, about Q300 a
week. That was a lot of money for a kid.
But I didn’t like it, It was too risky.
I remember an older man that told me, “I
recommend that you do not dedicate yourself
to this, you are going to reach my age
and I do not want you to be doing this,
it’s not good.” This gave me a terrible
fear. I told my mom that I didn’t want to
go anymore. Then I went with my teacher
Antonio and he taught me to weave. I
started with the basics, I spent a month
trying to learn to tie this knot. Tying a
knot takes a necessary practice. This is
basic, because the comb is fine and when
it comes to fitting it will burst. A lot of
people do not know this. Weaving teaches
you patience.”

(A)

A)

Mario showing me how to make a knot.
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I’m particularly interested in the
works of Cuban designers Clara Porset,
in Mexico, and Lina Bo Bardi, in Brazil.
They work with vernacular furniture,
striving to document the many layered
rituals, traditions, and ways of making
integral to daily life. Their observations
result in a variety of finished designs.
Lina’s architectural practice increasingly
involves participation, sensitivity to
historic surroundings, and a gentle
breaking of social barriers.
Lina organized a small exhibition
called “Beauty andthe Right of Ugly”
in 1982 in the Popéia Factory in São
Paulo. Many objects of many different
civilizations from Africa to the Far East
were exhibited. She wanted to talk about
how the “concept” of beauty was imposed
by western civilization. The exhibition
contained masks, toys, vases, paintings
and furniture.
With the Butaque armchairs, Clara
began with the fusion of the traditional
and the modern. By focusing her interest
on the continuous curve that integrates
the seat and the backrest, she achieves a
structural and functional identity that
characterizes the furniture and manages to
unleash comfort variables. Her architecture
research practice, which was typical
of archeology, is the line of furniture
inspired by the legacy of pre–Hispanic
cultures. The furniture was designed
from the references provided by the clay
statuettes of the Totonaca cultures.

(A)

A)
B)
(B)
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Instituto Lina Bo e P.M
Photograph of Luis Barragan’s home
studio in mexico image courtesy of
factoria habana.
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Objects represent a world that
stood for a deeper universal thought and
practices of being.

Functional objects in Guatemala
have a long standing tradition of being
considered objects of art. I think this finds
expression in regular objects that are used
daily. For example, the piedras de moler
(grinding stones) or the comales, (the wood
fired stoves) made of clay where tortillas
are made, are sometimes adorned with faces
or evidence of aesthetic values or cultural
symbols. Even if this object is primarily
functional it still carries this essence.

(A)

The juxtaposition of everything in
Guatemala City, from the layering of time
that is reflected in the architecture to
our furniture and objects from our
heritage: pre–hispanic to popular, colonial
arts to modernism.
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A)

Traditional clay heater from the market.
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Vientos (winds) was created
through text messages across two countries
during the pandemic lockdown, made from
sand cast brass.
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I grabbed Clara’s hands,
interlocking fingers, and walked the busy
streets of the market together. Vehicles
honked, people passed through the sides.
Many camionetas “chicken buses” with
colorful designs and curvy typefaces of
names passed in the middle of the big road.
Many vendors stood next to their fruits and
vegetables; coconuts, carrots, pineapples,
in big woven baskets. We made our way to
the store that had floor to ceiling shelves
of aluminium molds to make candles. Scents
came in little plastic bottles: vanilla,
cinnamon, lavender in a creamy texture.
There were several, dried fruits to adorn
the candle; my favorite was dried oranges.
The wax came in cubes, all in irregular
shapes and sizes; color was dusty grain;
cotton threads were sold in little loops.
We would buy what we could afford.
When we were finished I couldn’t wait to
return home to start making the candles
together, pulling Clara’s hand so we
could arrive and start melting the wax in
the kitchen. We would make two different
candles, one using a mold and the other
dipping the cotton string in the wax to
form the candle.
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In 1997, at the end of a 36–year
civil war, provoked by extreme inequality,
between the left wing guerrillas
and the far right military dictatorship
that had run the Guatemalan government,
peace treaties brought the seed of some
much needed changes. While much of this
still persists, small changes in awareness
have begun to develop, especially in the
younger generations. The typical top to
bottom power dynamics have been slowly
shifting towards a more horizontal exchange
over the last decade.
When you set out to work with
any Indigenous communities in Guatemala
(where not all but most of the artisans,
crafts and traditional techniques are
found) you become aware of the need
for change and equality. What has been
marked by post–colonialist behavior
dynamics, can be changed by your approach
to the relationships you develop in the
communities, if they are created with
a sense of equality, mutual respect,
and interactions, stay away from the
purely transactional and move toward the
collaborative or symbiotic, this can be
the key for a paradigm shift that benefits
both parties equally. And can eventually
generate a larger and more profound change
for the design and artisan communities.

(A)

“Diversity creates harmony, and
harmony creates beauty, balance, bounty and
peace in nature and society, in agriculture
and culture, in science and in politics.”
—Vandana Shiva

A)
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Still from “La Llorona” by director
Jayro Bustamante this film draws on the
genocidal reign of Efraín Ríos Montt, who
died in 2018.
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My prior experience of working
in Simbiotica was a platform of a larger
program “Chain of Values”. Their goal was
to provide a framework for communities
where craftsmanship that was being lost due
to massive migration was revived as a main
source of work and income.
Business training to operate the
craft ventures as co–ops, and high quality
training to communal organizations that
would provide work for the communities
to raise their standards of living ,
reduce violence and invest in their craft.
Especially in women from Guatemala, El
Salvador and Honduras. Women have many
responsibilities, and it is crucial to
provide tools for their economic growth,
build their self esteem, and create
opportunities for them and their families.

Local craft traditions are
developed with vernacular materials. This
means resources that come from their
immediate environment. This method could
create powerful change in the world, in
terms of the impact and footprint it leaves
on the planet. It’s a more gentle and noble
way to shine, away from the industrial
revolution’s man and machine, its
obsessiveness with seeking new technologies
without pausing and looking into the past
and understanding that there is wisdom
there to create a new future.
I see this as a new/old–or
rediscovered, way of making functional
objects, art, and furniture that can be
produced with new design language and
that is appropriate to whatever zeitgeist
we’re living, in while avoiding cultural
appropriation, and being sold in the
global market in a way that benefits the
communities where they are being made.
I believe that we are one big
ecosystem with no division, and that
the entire design process should be
conscious of our environment, consider our
communities, and acknowledge its end use.
I wish that my practice considers
the human, not just as a consumer, but as
central. It respects all people involved
in its manifestation, from cultivator, to
creator, to seller, to purchaser.
Its owners are not users, but are
collaborators in the long life of its
existence. Its first owners will not be its
last, and as such they are a link in a long
and continuous chain.
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We would often start the day
kayaking through the big green canopy of
mangrove trees covering the water. The
stream’s pathway was sometimes irregular,
becoming narrow and then widening out.
The birds sang, the mosquitos buzzed, the
environment’s humidity was still gentle
before the sun turned it into a thick haze;
the calm and peace of just floating in the
early morning, the connecting roots coming
out of the water.
Once, when a big storm of long
showers flooded the first story of my
family’s ranch with 30 inches of water, my
cousin Gaby and I grabbed the kayak from
it’s storage area and we kayaked inside the
house, from the kitchen to the living room
and outside through the porch. It felt like
an extension of the lake. We never wanted
the water to go away even if almost all the
furniture and objects in the house
were ruined.
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The concrete floor is an open space
beside the busy highway. The space is
surrounded by all the wickerwork Manuel
makes in his workshop. There is a baby
cradle, a rounded chair, a swing, and some
hanging lamps all made with metal structure
and wicker weaving. Many long strands of
wicker are arranged in loops soaking
in water, so it’s more flexible and allows
bending easily while weaving. He told
me that he started weaving after the
earthquake in 1976. I asked him who had
taught him to weave; he smiled and replied,
“el señor de los cielos”, the man of the
heavens. We both laughed.

The activity of weaving is often
referred to as a metaphor for the combining
of separate materials or ideas. Not for
nothing have the workings of the human
brain been described as weaving and the
brain itself been called “the magic loom”.

48
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The harmony of the human being with
the habitat is everything for the Mexican
Architect Javier Senosiains, the organic
houses are seen as the origin, looking at
the human as an animal, and the house as a
garden cove, there is no paintings and the
windows embrace nature, he collects shells,
skulls and sees this as the original
structures for he takes inspiration of the
eyes of the animals skulls for the windows.
The house adapts to the form of the human.
He thinks that architecture in other things
has to be fun, he has several slides around
the house. It’s important to create a space
that has a sense of spirituality, mystery,
or surprises.

(A)

A)

Living Red Alder bench by Richard Reames.
Arborsculpture is the art of utilizing
the live tree as the sculptural medium.
Grafting or inosculation is used to
connect tree parts, pruning to remove
unwanted growth.
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“Human beings and objects are
indeed bound together in a collusion
in which the objects take on a certain
density, an emotional value what might be
called a “presence”. What gives the houses
of our childhood such depth and resonance
in memory is clearly this complex structure
of interiority, and the objects within
it serve for us as boundary markers of
the symbolic configuration known as home.
The caesura between inside and outside,
and their formal opposition, which falls
under the social sign of property and
the psychological sign of the immanence
of the family, make this traditional
space into a closed transcendence. In
their anthropomorphism the objects that
furnish it become household gods, spatial
incarnations of the emotional bonds and
the permanence of the family group. These
gods enjoyed a gentle immortality until the
advent of a modern generation which has
cast them aside, dispersed them even, on
occasion, reinstated them in an up–to–date
nostalgia for whatever is old. As often
with gods, furniture too thus gets a second
chance to exist, and passes from a naive
utility into a cultural baroque.”
Baudrillard, Jean. The System of
Objects. London: Verso, 2005.
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Donald Judd describes the
appearance of furniture as politics;
this furniture is not traditional or
conservative but is an imitation of past
furniture. The appearance of the past
represents status by invoking a higher
class in the past than the purchaser
embodies in the present. The imitation old
furniture symbolizes up and the imitation
modern symbolizes forwards.
The writings of Donald Judd,
Furniture Essay.
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To caution against modernist trends and
heavy imports, it is important to point out
an example. It is common for Guatemalan
designers to do work for locals and
foreigners, applying traditional textiles
to every conceivable product: shoes, denim
jackets, bags. Many use old Huipiles,
and for me the Huipil is a culturally
significant object. Every Village in
Guatemala follows a typical Huipil, each
uses certain motifs or designs on their
apparel; designs that have come from past
ages, so that in the market places those
who know of certain types of costumes can
readily identify their “hometown”.
Huipil is a part of the everyday
clothing of indiginous woman in Guatemala
from a very early age. They are worn during
festivals and the best one is worn to the
grave. It takes months to make one. The
head of the woman becomes the center of the
Universe in other words, the Sun.
In my last trip to Santiago La
Laguna I saw a Huipil that was printed
in a fabric that looked like a polyester,
the pattern had been vectorized. Due to
globalization a lot of traditional craft is
being lost to quicker and cheaper methods.
I believe that making new textiles and
Huipiles is a great way to revitalize this
hand embroidery and waist loom craft, to
value these traditions, and to create a
market for these works.
During this trip, as we went to
the market, I also saw six tents full
of clothing from Paca being sold. These
clothes are sent mainly from America, a
mix of secondhand and new clothes that the
brands did not sell. Rather than keep it
in storage, they usually donate it. This
is problematic in many ways: not only
is Guatemala having more textile waste
that usually ends in landfills, informal
sumping sites and on the rivers. Also it’s
standardizing people’s way to dress and I
think this has been many years ago.
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Bead work in Guatemala is done with
tiny glass beads. I can only describe the
process in terms of making a language or a
code: every bead is coloring a small part
of the pattern as if it were a pixel. As I
admiringly observed how this master female
artisan worked the “Mostacilla” piece, her
eyes were fixed on the pattern while she
would change the color of every bead with a
needle. This back and forth movement was a
very intuitive action, executed “Casi que
con los ojos cerrados” not looking at the
picture of the design she was making. She
would then use a plastic hair brush to put
the line in place so as to keep building
the other line. Her hand made music with
this beautiful pattern; she was a master at
this beautiful craft, it was second nature
to her.
(A)

56

A)

Artefiba in Quetzaltenango. Photo from
Agexport Guatemala.
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I met Apolonio through Simbiotica
five years ago and since then we have worked
together on furniture and rugs for Agnes.
He has worked this wool loom technique
since he was 10 years old, he is now 84
years old and works closely with his son
Vinicio, they have three looms in their
house. He mentions that he learnt this
craft from his neighbors after both of
his parents passed away. He sees our
work together as a link that creates a
larger network.

(A)

“In a dialogue, each person does
not attempt to make common certain ideas or
items of information that are already known
to him, rather it may be said that the two
people are making something in common,
creating something new together, this two
is a dialogue with material to create
something new.”
—David Bohm, On Dialogue

A)

Woven blankets from sheep’s wool in the
mountain towns of Momostenango were in
decline; Byron Ralac the leader of the
Cooperative started the revitalization of
the craft when he took his fathers looms
out in 2015. A total of eighteen artisans
work with other designers and their own
traditional designs.
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(A)

(B)

A)
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B)

The wool comes with organic matter, as soil
and leaves that are carded with two brushes
wich is the traditional way, they also have
a small carding machine.
Wool after carding.
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A)

When the wool is carded and ready to be
spun into a thread, this is made on a
wooden spinning wheel.

(A)
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(A)

A)

After making the threads the wool is made
into borlas and this is an old traditional
weight, that is used to know the quantity
of wool each piece takes, to have a record
of material.
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A)

(A)

66

The wool is shaved from the sheeps and sold
in the Market this creates another business
for the locals that own sheeps.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

“I’m rooted, but I flow.”
—Virginia Wolf

Changing season
Seeing the lavender coloring the
street in spring in Guatemala, when the
trees are shedding the leaves, looking like
a living and natural garden rug, full of
purple and lavender color in the street,
the natural world is painting the concrete
streets for a few days.
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A)
B)
C)

Guatemala, April 2020
Providence, November 2020
Providence, November 2020
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(A)

A)
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UNTITLED PAINTING
Shapes carved from a wooden box, tranformed
to playwood cutouts. Painting made in
canvas with acrilic 3x5 feet.
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A)

(A)
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UNTITLED SCREEN
This piece is a continuation of exploring
the shapes I subtracted from the carved
wooden box.
I wanted to understand the way I could
play with the shapes in a rigorous
arrangements to create something more than
the sum of it's parts. An object that could
be used as a space divider making reference
of the Celosia, from the Latin zelus word
(zeal) that means veil or be silent and
in English refers as Latticework, as a
decorative architectural element is an
"openwork board to close openings".
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Pebbles form gradually over time
as the water washes over them, just like
pebbles this table is smooth and rounded in
its form. The milk paint makes the table
have texture and speckles of colors of
shades of mauve and grey. Separate pieces
that can be easily moved around.
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A–B)

COSMIC MAP
Casted Glass with copper wire grid inside.
16"x16".
The glass paints the copper wire with
it's heat, as the heat decreases also
the saturation of the pink tones leaving
evidence of time and movement though the
layers of color, the copper wire also acts
as a structural element within the piece.
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(A)

85

A–B)

RENDERING MOVEMENTT
Tracing paper sculptures.
Playing with the freedom of movement and
light as the main idea in the way paper
transmits light in a diffuse glow.

(B)

(A)
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(A)

A)
B)

CERAMIC VASE
Stoneware, white glaze and gold luster.
Detailed of gold luster that accidentally
turned into purple.
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(B)

89

(A)

A–C)

(B)

Watercolour drawings, studies for forms.
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(C)
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(A)

A–C)

(B)

Series of collages.

(C)
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“Deep down, we know our devotion to
reality is just a marriage of convenience,
and we leave it to the seers, the shamans,
the ascetics, the religious teachers, the
artists among us to reach a higher state
of awareness, from which they transcend
our rigorous but routinely analyzing senses
and become closer to the raw experience of
nature that pours into the unconscious, the
world of dreams, the source of myth.”
Diane Ackerman explaines that
wareness and the conscious world is elevated
by art, necessary to give awareness to our
society.
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